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The WellnessWizdom™ Natural Health Model             
 

Cardinal Precepts Of All 
Health & Healing 

     A Casual Chat With Fellow Practitioners  
          By WellnessWiz Jack Tips, Ph.D., C.C.N. 

 
This discourse is a rough draft and will be a rough draft for many years. What this means is that tomorrow, I’ll probably add 
another “cardinal precept” or two because my own understanding of health and healing is constantly evolving, improving, and 
attaining a deeper understanding (just like yours!) In rough drafts, I like to write in a conversational voice, make some wise 
cracks, take some jabs at stupidity (my own and other institutionalized confinements of thought) and basically entertain – it so 
just hangs a bit loose. By the time an article is polished for public decency and publication, much is edited out as being 
deemed unprofessional, and even offensive to the powers that be (not to mention scaring small dogs and children).  Further 
the editing process helps remove redundancies as I tend to present an idea, then say it again from a slightly different 
perspective, then say it again as a reminder, and then again by adding a wee bit more perspective. I write in layers. Readers 
can cry out “Alright already!” Thus forewarned, I hope that you will be able to engage this private discussion amongst we 
dedicated health professionals with the same modicum of leniency that you would allow me if we were chatting on your back 
porch.  Perhaps in tour quests of being the best natural health practitioner that we can possibly be we’ll cultivate a 
camaraderie and agápē of understanding of the body’s profound methods that it employs in healing itself. Let’s see. 
 

Makin’ The Rounds. Over the past thirty years, clinicians would often ask to “shadow 
me” and apprentice or have practicum in my clinic for a couple of weeks to learn what I 
do in my natural health practice. This I did. They would come listen to interviews 
(differential evaluations), go over lab reports, participate in evaluative techniques, examine 
my product inventory, ask a thousand questions, and soak 

up all they could.  Just made sense and I understood that osmosis does 
work. I particularly respected my colleagues’ desire to learn the techniques 
and insights that elevate their practices to greater effectiveness. 
  
When a chiropractor from California offered to pay $24,000 (for two weeks), 
it got my attention and I spent months developing an all-inclusive program 
and wrote a manual called “Healing Quotients” that covered all the choices 
and process that hone a practice to greater ease, effectiveness and 
profitability. It helped clarify and define choices such as the practitioner’s mission, create their work 
environment (e.g a sterile “medical-looking clinic” or a more wabi-sabi “alternative” feel). It helped 
clinicians determine policies and procedures for staff, subordinate practitioners, and patients. It solved 
architectural wall-and-hall arrangements based on feng-shui, work-flow, and privacy. People who 
shadowed always reported the time as very helpful, eye-opening, and even life changing. But … 
 
My qualification for being in the position of “clinic expert” was basically predicated on my reputation as 
an effective practitioner and maybe something about having a large, successful practice. That, and one 
time, I had a clinic with other practitioners and a large staff, (but it turned out to be a miserable time of 
petty administrative demands – one practitioner did not approve of a floral wreath that another 
practitioner put on a wall, and wanted me to write and implement policies and procedures about how 
we’d all vote about wall décor; and another practitioner wanted a policy about the front office staff 
shaving their armpits and legs.)  
 
I quickly realized that I was ill equipped to handle office decorum and practitioner relations – it interfered 
with my ability to perform the Great Commission of Natural Health—which is to help people experience 
more of their innate vibrancy and a balanced, healthy life. So I shut it all down, lost some dear friends 

WellnessWiz		jack	Tips	
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(perhaps, just maybe, the stress brought out some latent ‘jerk’ personality qualities), and started a new 
clinic that worked really well for me and my clinical results skyrocket. Just saying that from the roiling 
crucible of mistakes, misery and travails came the valuable, hard-knocks, real life experiences that 
fostered much soul searching and smelted the purity and clarity for even more clinical success.   
 
I felt a sense of mission (and still do) in helping other practitioners: 1) avoid the pitfalls that I endured, 2) 
establish environments to help more people, and 3) have grace and ease in practice management. 
 
In the shadowing curriculum, we delved deeply into topics such as:  
• Patient-supportive VS practitioner-supportive staff;  
• Importance of office/waiting room ambiance;  
• The power of inventory; 
• How to set fees commensurate with the clinician’s time and expertise; 
• How to establish residual streams of income to “free practitioners’ minds” from being preoccupied with 
money (a sure-fire method to block the flow of Spirit and obscure the Eye of Perception upon which 
creative healing strategies are dependent);  
• How to develop patient trust and compliance through genuine caring,  
• The value of giving a little more to patients via publications and follow up calls;  
• How clinical results are the most powerful (and least expensive) tool to fill the appointment book to 
waiting-list proportions; 
• How to implement an effective referral system; 
• Nutritional jurisprudence; but … 
I discovered a gnawing misgiving that something was missing from the big picture. 
 
With the 15:15 hindsight, I did really did not see that the shawdows improved their 
clinical results like I had experienced when I created an optimal clinic environment for 
myself.  
 
The Conundrum. This caused me to take this subject into the reflective mode, ponder, 
and seek answers. Why could one practitioner do similar work (techniques) as another, 
but yield less clinical results? Why could one practitioner use the same quality products, 
but obtain less effectiveness in helping resolve patient concerns? 
 
I stopped doing the Healing Quotient shadowing sessions while I sought answers to why the most 
important goal – that of helping the practitioners help more people experience better health – was only 
marginally improved for practitioners who created their ideal clinics, hired great staff, gave free lectures 
on Thursday nights, and truly cared about their patients. You might wonder how I knew? Well in those 
days, Austin, Texas had a small, elite group of natural health practitioners, and I would often get referrals 
from those who trained with me – the difficult cases that were struggles for them (and sometimes a few 

undesirable whacky check-bouncing “hot potato” patients—thank you very 
much). Plus patients would come who left others’ practices still seeking 
help. I wondered what I was doing that was somehow different? 
 
So shadowing stopped because my true satisfaction for all the time and 
effort expended in helping other practitioners was predicated on them 
actually improving their “healing quotient;” and not just streamlining 
procedures, organizing systems, increasing revenue, and helping create 
novel niches to hang their reputations. It seemed that some of the 
shadowers just lacked-the-knack to obtain what they were most seeking – 
the joy and fulfillment that comes from being the one that helps another 

person’s innate vitality achieve its most optimal health and thus by the body’s definition, e.g. be cured. 
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The Missing Element. I soon learned that the missing element was not the 
practitioners’ dedication, desire, or heart; was not a want of systems, was not 
another seminar, was not a lack of techniques or gee-wiz equipment that would 
dazzle the public with views of their blood cells or piezoelectric meter-readings; 
and was not a lack of advertising or any mechanical feeder system.  
 
The answer came from my high school (military school) honor society. By virtue of 
having to spend countless hours in detention study hall where there was nothing 

to do but study under the eagle-eye of a proctor with a mean swagger stick and a powerful backhand 
swat, I became a Phi Beta Kappa which taught me that the Wise Ones In Life esteem what those Greek 
letters stand for:  
 

Philosophia Bious Kubernētēs 
“Philosophy is the Guide to Life.” 
 
[Drum roll and fanfare preceding the answer, please.]  
It was the lack of training and true understanding of the principles of healing,  
e.g. case management.  
 
My colleagues’ educations and curriculi did not provide a foundational 
understanding of the body’s own methods of communication and ability to 
perceive the body’s individual self-cure activities. [This is not a condemnation of 
my wonderful, intrepid colleagues, it’s actually an admission of my geekiness 
and love of reading and thinking. Somebody’s gotta do it.] 
 
On a balmy, Autumn Saturday afternoon, I hosted a round table forum with my 
Texas colleagues from San Antonio, New Braunfels, Dallas and Houston 
demonstrating the power of “snacks will be served.” I’d kept the agenda a mystery and just told them 
that we’d discuss a milestone breakthrough in the Natural Healing Arts. (And that No, I promise, it’s not 
a pitch for a multi-level-marketing product, nor would I ask them to do me a favor and give me their 
opinion of said milestone breakthrough.)  
 
Calling the meeting to order, a blank whiteboard on a tripod by my side, I played the song, The Gambler 
by Kenny Rogers.  

"If you're gonna play the game, boy 
You gotta learn to play it right. 

 

You've got to know when to hold 'em, 
Know when to fold 'em. 

Know when to walk away. 
And know when to run. 

You never count your money 
When you're sittin' at the table 

There'll be time enough for counting 
When the dealin's done. 

 
As the roundtable proceeded, I learned that my esteemed colleagues thought they knew principles of 
healing … they knew things like Herxheimer1  reactions can occur during cleanses, and that old 
symptoms could reappear, and how the body purifies itself during fasting, and that colonic water could 
not shoot out from someone’s ears. But what unfolded is that they did not trust the philosophy – the 

																																																								
1	Herx	–	A	die-off	reaction,	that	can	occur	during	assertive	detoxification	processes		(e.g.	when	treating	the	Lyme	spirochete,	babesia,	bartonella	
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cardinal precepts. We uncovered a lack of trust in the principles of self-healing, e.g. especially when 
‘hands off” is the best decision which is counterintuitive to our love to tinker and press therapies forward.  
 
After all, practitioners are indeed tempted by power of their knowledge, education, and authority others 
place in them. Philosophy teaches us that all power tends to corrupt2 when we rely solely on our minds 
and abilities. Succumbing to that temptation is to limit the perceptive faculties and enhance the 
mechanical procedures, e.g. repeat the adjustment, dish out more herbal formulas. It’s to hold on and 
bang away with therapy after therapy, instead of allowing the body the time it requires to reorganize it’s 
cellular life processes. 

 
“Look well into thyself; there is a source of strength which will always 

 spring up if thou wilt always look.”  
  

“To read with diligence; not to rest satisfied with a light and superficial knowledge, 
nor quickly to assent to things commonly spoken”  

 

“We ought to do good to others as simply as a horse runs, or a bee makes honey, 
or a vine bears grapes season after season  

without thinking of the grapes it has borne.”  
 

― Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 
 
Thus the issue was “between the ears” of we practitioners. If fault were to be assigned, it would be the 
abject dearth of “healing principles” being taught and understood in formal and alternative curriculums.  
Seems we all graduate from formal education without a foundation in what we are really doing. (Could 
make a less-mentally adapted person a bit cynical.) 
 

Chiropractic curriculum touches on a little of it 
via Dr. B.J. Palmer’s Innate concept, but then 
their training in anatomy, physiology, radiology, 
and adjustments predominates. The curriculum 
becomes mechanical training with little attention 
put on how to support the Innate Vitality once the 
nerve flow is freed of impingement. Most students 
figure that “it’s just supposed to happen on its 

own”; and often it can, but today, it’s more difficult than it was 30 years ago. So what happens when the 
innate vitality doesn’t jump right in and say “Thanks for the adjustment. I’m all set now. My liver function 
is great, my brain is great, I’ll get rid of these pesky migraines, and voila! no more asthma ….” What 
happens when it just doesn’t go that way?  
 
“No	Battle	Plan	Survives	Contact	With	the	Enemy”—	Helmuth	von	Moltke.		
 

Acupuncturists (Traditional Chinese Medicine) receive a good dose of healing 
principles in their curriculum of Five Element Theory, yin/yang concepts, meridian flow 
approaches, and reflexive evaluations (tongue, pulse, etc.)  – but again, healing is just 
supposed to happen if heat and damp, solid and hollow, yin and yang, 
fire/earth/water/metal/wood all become  balanced. But yet, sometimes it doesn’t and 
a TCM practitioner must have a workable cosmology to understand how to help. 
 

																																																								
2	Power	tends	to	corrupt,	and	absolute	power	corrupts	absolutely.	Great	men	are	almost	always	bad	men,	even	when	they	exercise	influence	
and	not	authority:	still	more	when	you	superadd	the	tendency	or	the	certainty	of	corruption	by	authority.	There	is	no	worse	heresy	than	that	the	
office	sanctifies	the	holder	of	it.	--	Lord	Acton,	in	a	letter	to	Mandell	Creighton	(1887),	published	in	Historical	Essays	and	Studies	(1907).	

Marcus	Aurelius	
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“Best-laid	schemes	o'	mice	an'	men	gang	aft	a-gley”	–	Bobbie	Burns	
 

Homeopaths get a big dose of case management insights from Dr. Samuel 
Hahnemann’s Organon of Medicine and Chronic Diseases. Further commentary is 
provided in the writings of Dr. J.T. Kent, Dr. C. Hering, Dr. G. Vithoulkas, Dr. W.G. 
Boericke, Dr. R. Murphy, D. Little, and many more. Within that discipline there are 
countless sub-disciplines involving theories of ascending potencies, descending 
potencies, repetition of potencies, use of multiple potencies, use of single or multiple 
remedies, essence prescribing, totality prescribing, water potencies, dry potencies, 

and so forth. So many variables and tools that must be governed by some set of principles which, in 
turn foster improved success. 
 
So the information is out there, but is often vague and complex and a virtual Easter egg hunt to gather a 
working model. Further, the principles of the past are now running smack-dab into the greater 
challenges and disturbances of the 21st Century – non-ionizing radiation emanations (cell phones, wifi, 
etc.) which open cellular calcium ion channels and jangle DNA, toxic chemicals that disrupt cellular 
metabolic activities, mish-mash of prescription drugs dictating cell behaviors and causing side effects, 
mercury fillings / vaccine adjuvants impacting neuro-pathway behaviors, genetically-modified foods 
(salmon, corn, soy, papaya, apples, beets), pesticides, hormone-mimics, endoplasmic reticulum stress, 
and glyphosate pesticide which disrupts soil and gastro-intestinal microbiota’s role in human digestion 
and uptake of nutrients) which all impact the body’s ability to self-regulate. Whew!  

 
There’s an aphorism, “If you don’t know where you are coming from, you won’t know 
where you are going.” Or even better, James Baldwin wrote, “Know from whence you 
came. If you know whence you came, there are absolutely no limitations to where you 
can go.” 

This is the reason for teaching history to schoolchildren. It’s also the reason that 
pundits contemplate the philosophical truth that there is nothing new under the sun 

and history repeats itself.  
 
I realized that the problem – the reason for ‘failure to help the body effect complete cure’ – was that the 
predominant clinical modality of our time fails to teach the body’s own processes of self-cure. This sets 
a precedent for ignorance of the body’s ability to correct chronic-degenerative disease and 
prevent/repair mitochondrial reactive oxygen species damage, endoplasmic reticulum impairment, and 
failure to consider the body’s true medicines as worthy of pursuit. Thus there’s a preponderance of 
ignorance that practitioner/healers must transcend, not only in ourselves, but in our patients as well. This 
is the basis for the fact that the word, “Doctor” means “Teacher.” 
 
Whereas recorded human history begins with “In the beginning …,” medical science does not begin with 
the writings of the greatest healers who helped effect true cures of chronic degenerative diseases. It 
does not begin with the great thinkers and philosophers who gave insight into the body’s mysteries. 
Instead it begins with everything but … including anatomy, physiology, principles of pharmacology, 
trauma medicine (the most wonderful emergency room care of wounded and broken bodies), and the 
latest approved studies cited in the approved recipe book that is approved by insurance reimbursement 
and locked in to the administration of approved toxic drugs to the gargantuan financial benefit of the 

approved pharmaceutical manufacturers who have no vested interest in cure.   
 
The liver’s Phase III xenobiotic detoxification processes (involving 
glutathione, sulfate, methyl donors, and glucuronic acid) bear testimony that the 
body’s innate intelligence does not want toxic drugs and thus it detoxifies and 

Dr.	Samuel	Hahnemann	

James	
Baldwin	
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removes them from the body. This means that toxic drugs must be administered frequently and forever 
which is a terrific business model for selling an overpriced product, but the criminal aspect is that it 
precludes the possibility of cure. 
 

Biochemical Individuality. Today, humanity has built a disease-care system 
on the errant concepts of “one size fits all,” e.g. “man in a test tube,” and the 
omission of spirituality, bioenergy, and nutrition by treating the body as if it 
were a mere mechanical system of molecular cellular functions that need to 
be activated or suppressed with poisons, and a replacement part “board 
swap” mentality with no regard for the body’s innate intelligence … except 
that body will repair itself and learn to adapt to the daily onslaught of 
medicines and cyborg parts. Blessedly, the burgeoning science of DNA 
profiling to determine best medicines and individual doses is heralding the 

beginning of individualized medicine and honoring the laws of biochemical individuality 
put forth by Dr. Roger Williams some 75 years ago. [Might I mention that Dr. Williams 

was one of my mentors at the University of Texas.] 
 
Thus I stopped accepting requests to shadow, and instead turned to teaching seminars, lecturing and 
writing on clinical nutritional and healing topics. This article is one such endeavor to share the cardinal 
precepts that help guide case management to successful outcomes. This is written for you who first and 
foremost love the true healing arts and sciences, and hold above all motivations the 
desire to be the most effective practitioner/healers they can be. You are an elite segment 
of the natural health family of practices, who not only desire to help others, but seek 
“kaizen” e.g. constant and never-ending improvement knowing that years of study just 
might yield the ability to help one more person. Right?  Of course, right! 
 
I learned in my own work, that when the desire to help is coupled with the attitude of doing what it 
takes, then there is a foundation upon which everything else can be added – the million-dollar practice, 
the genuine friendships and relationships, the respect in the community, the larger outreach.  
 
In the world of people who seek to help others improve health, there are: 

 
• Practitioners. People who have specific training and systems to 
implement. The practice the science but not necessarily the art of 
healing. There are good and bad practitioners. 
 
Systems are important as they provide methods to organize and 
codify patients’ distresses and understand their context in order to 
apply the appropriate remedial therapy. Systems help a practice 

specialize in needed therapies but also run the risk of “assembly line” processes that neglect individuality 
 

• Healers. A healer’s calling, in its most simple explanation, emanates from her/his 
heart-felt desire and to help alleviate people’s distress and anguish. Thus a healer 
helps facilitate the movement of a person’s self-regulatory mechanism (homeostasis, 
innate vitality) from the confusions and self-limitations of symptom/disease 
expressions to being able to function more optimally according to the person’s normal 
blueprint, via the natural laws of health. 
 

Here, I’m avoiding the wider gamut of how our culture thinks of “healers,” (revival tents, shamans, etc.) 
and am sticking to the definition above. 
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A healer can be a lab-coated practitioner with a stethoscope, or a person working at the kitchen table. A 
healer must assume a subservient role to the healing, self-regulatory processes within the suffering 
person, and become a vehicle or facilitator for moving that person’s normal, natural vitality from less 
freedom to more freedom.  
 
Practicing healing is NOT practicing medicine which, among many helpful acts (setting broken bones, 
staunching bleeding, stitching torn tissues) includes the act of labeling symptoms and employing a 
government-endowed Drug Enforcement Agency license to apply approved drugs with the intent of 
suppressing symptoms. The healer has the knack of providing “an offer the body can’t refuse to heal 
itself.” A healer is aligned with the body’s innate Laws of Natural Health and Healing. 
 

• Practitioner/Healers. Trained practitioners with steadfastly 
dedicated, healing hearts who trust the body’s Innate Intelligence to 
move toward the alleviation of its symptoms via safe and effective 
natural methods.  
 
Practitioner/healers facilitate the body to manifest its more optimal life-
blueprint. This involves knowing, trusting, and implementing natural 
therapies according to the body’s innate laws of life. 

 
So Practitioners and Healers become Practitioner/Healers by knowing and trusting the deep, somewhat 
paradoxical laws of life, health, and healing. They stand at the pinnacle of the service industries. Having 
cultivated an environment with the technical skills and modalities that work for and through that 
individual, the practitioner/healer can effectively engage the patient’s inner resources to “move” toward 
improving epigenetic expressions, end the confusions (symptoms); and “embrace” the deeper blueprint 
of adaptation to life and the world we live in. 
 

On examining 35 years of clinical practice to date, my reflections quickly 
encounter the joys of having fulfilled a 
part of the Great Commission of 
Natural Health – to help other people 
experience a genuinely better degree 
of health, with complete self-cure as 
the guiding beacon, that it might result 
in greater freedom, enjoyment, 

productivity and fulfillment in life for the patient. With irrefutable patient 
improvement, patients so blessed often bear testimony to the 
wonders of the body and share the message of heartfelt truth to 
others. Just makes sense.  
 
For practitioner/healers, helping the body “self-heal” or simply 
“improve health” is one of the most powerful and joyous experiences 
of life. It’s also the least expensive “feeder system” that keeps a 
steady stream of people seeking your expertise.  That’s a win-win-win. 
 
Beyond individual practice success, effecting cures and healings is 
how the Natural Health Model has prospered despite the overt 
persecution of the money-cartels Big Pharma, Big Medicine, Big 
Insurance, and Big Lobbyist who influence Big Government for Big 
Bucks. It’s fundamentally a grass roots movement of “one cured case 
at a time.” Every cured case is one smooth stone opposing the 
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roughshod, hobnailed goliaths that seek to enslave humanity to lives of amelioration and palliation 
instead of genuine cure, healing, freedom, and smoother engagement of self-destiny. [Vioxx3 anyone?] 
 
Modern Medicine is the prevailing authority here in the 21st  Century. While actually a system of disease-
care, it affects to be a system of health-care to the exclusion of all others. As such, it presents itself to 
scrutiny and comments from those who seek solutions to the grave global diseases and masses of 
people that suffer in ignorance without understanding that there is a well-established history of the body 
curing itself via natural methods. Indeed, it’s a sad state of affairs that the prevailing modality claims that 
it’s “health-care” when there was no schooling provided in what health actually is.  
 
Health is much more than the absence of disease. It is an active, vital state of mental acuity, emotional 
stability, spiritual fulfillment, physical freedom/effectiveness, and overall adaptability to the challenges of 
life.—WellnessWiz Jack  
 
Like you, I stand in awe of the body’s innate healing power, and smile in amazement at how the 
principles taught by the truly great healers—men and women of history who were true physicians—work 

impeccably, irrevocably, and beautifully. With sadness I wonder why their writings and 
legacies are not the pillars of every healing system. And I wonder why we have so-
called healing systems that know little about healing. It’s a topsy-turvy world. I revel in 
the wonderment of the body’s amazing capabilities to adapt, survive, recuperate, and 
express the most optimal health possible.  
 
A concern of the 21st Century is that the public has lost sight of the fact that the body 
can cure itself. It’s a message that the predominant modality will not allow. Case in 

point. A woman consulted with a natural health practitioner regarding skin tags. At the end of the 
interview, she mentioned that she had irritable bowel syndrome. The practitioner responded, “Why didn’t 
you tell me before. Surely your irritable bowel causes you distress everyday and it impairs what you can 
eat and enjoy in life. It affects the very quality and freedom of your life. Don’t you want me to help with 
that?” The patient replied, “Oh, my doctor told me that this is no cure for it, and I take a Prilosec®, so it’s 
okay. I just live with it.” 
 

Here’s some thoughts. In your work, have you: 
• Helped a person with eczema, seen 90% remission, but just can’t get that last 10%?  
• Seen the thyroid’s TPOab (an autoimmune antibody prominent in Hashimoto’s) come 
down, but hover 2 points higher than the accepted range? 
• Helped solve candidiasis (in the G.I. tract, mouth, vagina) only to have it return a few 
months later? 
• Reduced the occurrences of migraines by 90%, but still one pops up on occasion? 

• Resolved severe pre-menstrual symptoms (dysmenorrhea, depression) only to have it recur a few 
months later? 
 
It’s frustrating to help partially but stumble right before the finish line when the body does not yet cure 
itself completely. Such occurrences are indicative of the need for case-management according to the 
body’s innate laws.  
 

																																																								
3	Merck	&	Co.’s	Rofecoxib	was	approved	by	the	U.S.	Food	and	Drug	Administration	on	May	20,	1999,	and	was	marketed	under	the	brand	
names	Vioxx,	Ceoxx,	and	Ceeoxx.	It	gained	widespread	acceptance	among	physicians	treating	patients	with	arthritis	and	other	conditions	causing	
chronic	or	acute	pain.	It	killed	60,000	people	via	heart	attack	and	stroke	and	was	taken	off	the	market	in	2004.	Get	this:	58,220	U.S.	soldiers	
died	in	the	Viet	Nam	War.	Where’s	the	war	memorial	for	victims	of	Modern	Medicine? 
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Even more frustrating is that you most often can’t do the same therapy that got 
the 90% improvement to get the last 10%. Now what to do? Please know this: 
you cannot be a one-trick-pony practitioner (e.g. Got a sore throat? Take an 
antibiotic.) to be an effective practitioner/healer; and most importantly, know the 
body itself communicates what to do next. What to do and how to do it is 
based on a working knowledge of the Cardinal Precepts of Health and Healing.   

 
Health Is A Vibratory Rate & Range. Health is actually an inner vibratory rate. Dissonance (what the 
body must remove) is that which overly depresses or accelerates the body’s healthy resonance whether 
it be microbes (bacteria, virus, fungi, mycoplasma), mercury dental fillings, lead paint, pesticides—
fungicides— herbicides in foods, toxic drug residues, the residual impact (immune confusion) of 
prescription drugs (opiates, steroids, antidepressants, etc.) industrial chemicals, et. al. & etc., ad 
infinitum and throw in a yada, yada, yada. 
 
Amelioration and palliation are okay and in the short-run and may be a step along the road-to-repair, but 
they certainly not the ultimate endeavor. If a healing modality only embraces palliation, and your heart 
desires to be a practitioner/healer, then consider adding some other modalities to your bailiwick. IMHO: I 
believe that a healthy practice will involve at least three evaluative modalities. For example, it could be 
chiropractic-evaluation/lab-testing/kinesiology. Three modalities allow the savvy practitioner to 
“triangulate” and better prioritize individual healing strategies. With three modalities (one primary and two 
auxiliary) there is corroboration as well as expansion of insight. 
 
In my personal life, I’ve encountered the wonder of my body healing it’s own chronic, degenerative 
disease via the insight of a great medical physician (Dr. Robert Schore) who adhered to the Cardinal 
Precepts of health and healing. What a tremendous blessing it was to break free of life-limiting disease, 
and that fact for me carries a significant responsibility to pass it forward. How can I possibly buy into 
modern medicine’s “no known cause, no known cure, suppression of symptoms” paradigm when I 
personally experienced a dramatic reversal of a 20-year chronic-degenerative disease?  
 
In helping others, there are times of the Dark Night of Soul, where health stands in the balance, where 
an errant or ignorant decision on a practitioner’s part can have dire ramifications—the failure to heal 
completely. Blessedly, there are precepts and principles that help guide us to make right decisions. So 
here are the principles which, in my humble opinion, should be embedded in our hearts and minds so 
that they provide us the foundation and matrix to provide good counsel to those who depend upon and 
entrust us with one of their most precious birthrights – to live enthused with the myriad blessing of good 
health.  
 
I hope that, as you read these insights, your brain will say, “Well, duh. That’s obvious,” but that your 

heart marvels and takes up the challenge to make them real in your practice. 
This is important because figuratively and literally, the quality of people’s lives 
are at stake. This, perhaps, is the reason you became a Natural Health 
practitioner and your taking these principles into your understanding will 
improve patient outcomes as you align yourself with the great healing 
processes within.   
 
Thus our benediction is: “May we express right-thinking as we serve people’s 
innate struggle to express the best health possible.” Simply put, failure to act in 

accord with the Laws of Life, Nature, and Healing inevitably results in case-management mistakes. 
Judicious trust and adherence of these Cardinal Precepts provides a genuine opportunity to practice our 
calling – that of helping others take a ‘run for the cure’ and not sell them short with palliation, 
suppression, and temporary amelioration.   
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My personal benediction for those who take these precepts to 
heart is: “May you have the courage and humility to serve the 
healing power within, and may you realize innumerable blessings 
and success in all your genuine healing endeavors.”  
 
Cardinal Precepts Of Health & Healing 
I could easily speak for a half-hour on each of these topics, so 
here, thanks to ‘brevity is the soul of wit,” are summary 
“meditations” that help guide us up the path of natural healing. 
___________________ 
 

1. Vital Force. Within the body is a conscious, intelligent, innate vitality—a 
healing and regulatory mechanism. It seeks to adapt, survive, and express the 
best health possible. Its tools for that purpose can include fever, vomiting, 
diarrhea, perspiration, coughs, salivation, lacrimation, micturition, shock, 
eruptions and discharges. It is an interconnected network of intelligent 
perception, instructions and active communications throughout the organism. 
Physically, it’s how RNA transcribes DNA, how epigenetics prevents us from 
being damned by the Central Dogma Of Molecular Biology4 (cellular protein 

construction), how cell membranes employ intelligent receptors, and how the body purifies itself. 
 

2.  Symptoms Are The Body’s Perfect Expression of its struggle to 
maintain health—to adapt, survive, and perpetuate the species the very best it 
can under the circumstances, creatively working with what it has to work with. 
For example, to the body, psoriasis is preferable to death because one so 
afflicted can reproduce the species and thus immortalize DNA configurations. 
Chronic symptoms are warnings of the body’s Innate Vitality confusion. For the 
practitioner/healer, help the body correct the cause, e.g. help organize, direct, 

whisper, point, support, and the body will assuredly move to express a more optimal health. 
 

3. Expressions Of Causes & Contributors Of Symptoms. There are two 
kinds of causes of symptoms:  1) The exciting cause, and 2) the sustaining 
cause(s). The exciting cause is the event that triggers a change in the body’s 
epigenetic expression. Depending on the susceptibility of the individual, exciting 
causes can include anything that challenges and dis-regulates the equilibrium: 
pathogens, chemicals, fright, grief, abuse, rape, getting wet or cold – anything 
that causes a disturbing adaptation to the environment or circumstances. 
Sustaining causes are various processes that keep the body’s reaction to the 
exciting cause intact. This an include diet, biofilm presence of a pathogen, 

unresolved emotions (grief, humiliation), continued exposure to a certain environment (damp, mold, 
chemicals, electromagnetic frequencies, etc. Once understood in relationship to the biochemically, 
bioenergetically and spiritually unique individual; an individualized “pathway to cure” can be established 
and implemented. Inevitably, it’s “correct the cause,” but causations often exist in the mental and 
emotional dimensions (beliefs, suppressions, traumas) and are not completely limited to the physical 
processes (acquisition or mutation of a microbe, or disrupting chemical toxin.) The correction can be 

																																																								
4	The	Central	Dogma	of	molecular	biology	describes	the	two-step	process,	transcription	and	translation,	by	which	the	information	in	genes	
flows	into	proteins:	DNA	→	RNA	→	protein.	Transcription	is	the	synthesis	of	an	RNA	copy	of	a	segment	of	DNA.	RNA	is	synthesized	by	the	
enzyme	RNA	polymerase.	
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facilitated with or without actually knowing all the causes and contributors by trusting the body’s innate 
intelligence to move toward improved health and understanding if “obstacles to cure” (sustaining causes) 
are revealed.  
 

4.  True Medicine. Natural substances are the body’s true biochemical and 
bioenergetic medicines. This includes plant, mineral, and animal products as 
well as energy frequencies (resonances including thought, sound, color, light). 
To thrive, plants experience “similar suffering” as they adapt to cold, heat, light, 
dark, wet, dry, predators, competition from others of their kingdom, and 
microbial onslaughts. Their success in adapting to their environmental niche 
imparts directives (molecular organizations that elicit epigenetic behaviors) to 

the human body. Like cures like (similia similibus curentur) is a powerful principle because such 
influences help harness the body’s Innate Vitality to “do the work” as opposed to allopathic oppositional 
influences. The lead by example and elicit helpful epigenetic responses. True medicines work with the 
body to restore the body completely so that no medicines are needed. 

 
5. Therapeutic Bi-Directional Impact. All healing therapies can cause harm if 
used too strongly or for too long a duration, or are not compatible with the 
recipient’s body (biochemical individuality). The potential harm from natural 
therapies is much, much less than the risks of employing dangerous drugs 
because the body is better adapted to natural substances. Therapeutic herbs 
are established in materia medicas as causing symptoms which reveal their 
specific healing potentials. What the herb can be proven to cause in large 
amounts in a healthy body, conversely can stimulate and support the body to 

cure itself when indicated. For example, judicious use of herbs and especially herbal combinations 
imparts nutrients, therapeutic molecules, and epigenetic healing directives for the body to use. If the 
body can use them, it will. 

 
6. Congestion Relief. The Traditional Chinese Medicine Insight: “There is only 
one cause of disease – congestion; There is only one cure – circulation,” has 
profound ramifications. It forms the basis of acupuncture as well as cleansing 
and detoxification regimens often necessary at the cellular level for the body to 
function properly. Here is the basis for intermittent fasting, juice diets, and 
various biohacks that initiate or support the body’s self-purification processes. 
Congestion in the mind and emotions can result in physical congestion called 
constipation.  

 
7. Oneness. The body lives in an adaptational niche with all other life forms: plant, animal, and 

microbial. Commensalism is an unrealistic and short-sighted concept. 
Everything matters. Everything affects something else. Everything affects 
everything, e.g. the butterfly effect. Everything is either Yin & Yang, or neutral, 
e.g. pure Love (e.g. Good Will).  Human beings share sun, air, water and earth 
over and over. Thus the improvement of one person impacts the whole of 
humanity, even if it’s a very small way. It’s like one member of a band getting 
their instrument properly tuned. Healing is both individual and universal.  
 
8. DNA – Life’s Alphabet. Human genetic and epigenetic-transcriptions of 
health or dis-ease, are based on, and influenced by, the presence of food and 
botanical DNA molecules; plus the various microbial renderings (DNA, 
metabolites), plus cellular responses to the ambient environment (various 
frequencies). Life strives for immortality and currently that immortality is DNA 
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moving through time.  
 
9. Etheric Causation. Thoughts, feelings, and other energy frequencies 
affect DNA, and thus affect mitochondrial function, and RNA transcriptions 
of nuclear DNA; both of which affect cellular metabolism (protein folding), 
e.g. life function. The true cause of many people’s physical symptoms is 
found in the way that they are thinking and how they interpret life 
experiences through feelings. The practitioner/healer must perceive the 
deepest cause of disturbance. 
 

10. Whole Foods. Human nutrition is predicated on an adapted relationship with 
the natural kingdom (microbes, plants, minerals, animals). Let thy food be thy 
medicine and medicine thy food (but eating during most illnesses will feed the 
disease) by Hippocrates means that healthy foods sustain the healthy body to 
remain healthy. This is the starting point of physical health and healing and thus is 

the basis why diet and nutrition predominates discussions in natural health. The human body is adapted 
to a very wide variety of foods and variety provides a broader spectrum of nutrients available to the body 
to employ for maintaining homeostasis. 
 

11. Healthy Microbiomes. A primary foundational pillar of physical health is 
“healthy microbiomes.” This is because of microbial DNA numeric superiority 
compared to human DNA. Other keys include various natural health fortés: power 
of positive thoughts, flow of ch’i, stress relief, the outflow of giving to others, ease 
of cellular metabolic function, hormonal balance – all natural health areas of 
expertise. 

 
12. Dr. Constantine Hering’s “Laws Of Cure” should be considered in all 
healing endeavors. Healing pathways often follow a general roadmap:  
• From above downwards  
• From within outwards  
• From a more important organ to a less important one  
• In the reverse order of their coming. 
Should the patient’s response to a therapy be contrary to the “direction of cure,” 
the prescriber must determine if the therapy is contrary to what the patient’s innate 

vitality requires. For example, if your therapy to help the body correct eczema in the bends of the elbows 
causes anxiety, your case has moved from below to above, and/or from outward to inward; thus the 
therapy is suppressive and non-curative. 
 

13. Suppression Of Symptoms Always Results In Future Escalation Of 
Disease. Always! With symptoms being the body’s perfect expression of its 
struggle, and the best choice the body can make, suppression of that symptom is 
like putting more pressure on the pressure cooker. The body’s innate vitality will 
express that suppressed symptom elsewhere and often as a more severe concern. 
Healing must support “correcting the cause” rather than suppressing the symptom. 

Suppression of asthma can result in arthritis; suppression of intestinal inflammation can result in 
psoriasis.  

 
14. Healing Therapies Are A “Thundering Velvet Hand.” Therapies should be 
both gentle and powerfully effective. Inevitably, healing occurs within the Spirit and 
the Mind before it occurs in the body. Energy precedes matter. Thus the initiative to 
engage natural therapies and lifestyles. Historically, doctors imposed “heroic” 
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therapies such as mercury and arsenic were used to treat syphilis resulting in suppression of the 
venereal disease and acquisition of mental disorders. 

 
15. Predispositions To Disease.  Diseases acquired by a person’s parents and 
grandparents and great grandparents can create tendencies toward acquiring a 
disease. The mechanism seems to be an easily expressed epigenetic response or a 
“hair trigger” to environmental conditions. Such miasms or taints on a person’s 
ability to have healthy adaptations can be removed and reversed by improving 
overall health.  
 
16. Genetics Are Not Destiny. The human body is fluid and malleable. Epigenetic 
expressions of health or disease are determined by: thoughts, beliefs, diet, ambient 
environment, human touch, habits, nutrition, exposures to pathogens and their 
metabolites, chemicals, and the amount of love given and received.  People’s genes 
can be predisposed to disease due to ancestry, but do not need to be activated. If 
activated, they can be reversed in the Natural Health model of diet, exercise, 

herbology and various therapies that help realign the body’s homeostasis to not express that disease. 
 
17. Deference: You Are Your Miracle. The one who is called to be of service to 
you to help improve your health must assume a deferential role to ‘the healing 
power within’ and respect your innate vitality and its expressions which serve as 
guides to more optimal health.  
 
18. Less Is Better. Despite the Law of Mass Action that dictates physical dosages 
of nutrients and molecules as needing to be sufficiently potent, the Law of 
Bioenergetics (based on quantum physics principles) is more often the superior 
guiding principle. Patients’ bodies can become overwhelmed with high potencies of 
synthetic vitamins and the multiple directives of herbal formulas. Homeopathic 

medicine is the pinnacle of the minimum dose, and Traditional Chinese Medicine (Acupuncture) pays 
homage to this principle. For the body, it’s the Law of Economy – always seek to do the most with the 

least amount of therapeutic agents. Find “points of leverage” to assist the body 
to make a breakthrough. 
 
19. Energy Precedes Matter.  Health returns when first there is an 
adjustment of a person’s vibratory rate (inner vitality). This refers to the energy 
of life, the etheric energy, and the cellular energy. 
 
20. Patience. It true that the body can heal in the twinkling of an eye via the 
bioenergtic quantum mechanical influences. Often there can be a profound 
instant amelioration of symptoms with the right therapy. And often, after the 
instant amelioration there can be aggravation of symptoms as the body must 
now implement the directive that facilitated the amelioration.  Thus the 
affirmation: amelioration-aggravation-cure! It’s the causative substances 
(often mis-folded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum and fatty acid 

congestion (lipotoxicity) in the mitochondria that must be mechanically deconstructed, moved through 
the lymph and blood to the portals of excretion: liver/gall bladder, lungs, bowels, kidneys, skin, sinuses, 
etc. The quick amelioration bears testimony to the rightness of the therapy and begs for patience while 
the body responds and does what it needs to do. The practitioner must never interfere with the body’s 
innate processes, but can offer assistance to the cleansing process and nutritional support for the body 
to employ as it sees fit. 
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21. Homeostasis. The art of healing therapies is to help the body move its 
homeostasis from a lower vibrational and functional level to a higher, more 
efficient, more adaptable vibrational and functional level. As the body engages 
the process of change, the self-preserving homeostatic processes will diminish 
the impact of the therapeutic agent. Simply, too much change too fast is 
stressful to the body and could potentially trigger the body’s self-preservation 
mechanism to slow down the process and “settle for less.” This is the basis for 
Herxheimer reactions. This is also the basis for why, in Chinese herbal medicine, 
the practitioner will change the combination of herbs every 10 days or so, to 

keep the healing therapy’s influence fresh and active, and thus avoid the body’s innate homeostatic 
processes diminishing the impact of the healing directives. 
 

22. The Body Devoutly Desires To Heal Itself. When the body “settles for 
less” and develops symptoms, its Innate Vitality still knows the optimal blueprint. 
It knows that it is  “fearfully and wonderfully made.” This is why we often refer to 
“symptoms” as “confusions” of the Innate Vitality. So the body knows its 
blueprint but it just can’t get free of the dis-ease processes that it started as 
perfect responses to circumstances (e.g. adaptation to the cause of its distress). 
When the right healing directives are present, the body’s Innate Vitality desires 

and now is able to end its confusion and take action toward the removal of the morbid influences, and 
move to express its most optimal health. In Classical Homeopathy, the “similimum” is the natural remedy 
indicated in a specific, individual case because the same substance, when given to a healthy person, will 
produce the symptom complex most nearly approaching that of the disease-expression in question. 
Thus this precept is founded on “like cures like.” 
 

23.  Do No Harm.  Part of the Hippocratic oath which was originally for Natural 
Health disciplines, along with the caduceus symbol, which represents enlivening 
life energy rising up the spine. Having usurped the Natural Health banner, modern 
medicine proceeds to pervert the spirit of their adopted oath and indeed do 
massive harm with toxic drugs and suppressive therapies. That said, there are two 
ways to do harm: 1) Harm by actions such as wrong therapies; and 2) Harm by 
omission such as failing to get the patient to the practitioner or modality that is 
best suited for effectiveness. Judicious use of foods, nutritional supplements, 
medicinal herbs, and natural therapies do not present a significant risk to doing 

harm. The best healing therapies are those that do not elicit negative side effects. With some natural 
health therapies, healing is the side effect of the therapeutic agent.  
 
Summary. Awareness of and implementation of therapies in accord with the body’s own rules of 
engagement serve the Natural Health Practitioner/Healer as guides, benchmarks, and methods to more 
effectively initiate, and help manage, the patient’s healing process. Facilitating, serving and the body’s 
innate healing process comprises part of the Prime Directive of natural health success. 
 
The practitioner/healer is the epitome of the word “doctor.” A practitioner has a calling to serve humanity 
plus the tools and training to function realistically, e.g. lab tests, evaluative devices, honed 
perceptiveness and methods. A genuine healer understands and implements the above-cited precepts. 
A practitioner/healer inevitably educates people in how to live genuinely healthy, vital lives. – WellnessWiz 
Jack Tips 
 
 
	


